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Warriparinga
Cultural Tour
Liz Sawyer
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n the 29th October 2019 a good
number of the Friends of Sturt
Gorge/Friends of Shepherds Hill Reserve
and friends visited the Living Kaurna
Centre at Warriparinga as part of a
Cultural Tour. Warriparinga means
‘windy place’ in the local Kaurna
language. This was a ceremonial meeting
place.

traditions of the local Kaurna people. It is
also the gateway to the Tjilbruke
Dreaming story. It seemed fitting for us all
to learn about the living Kaurna cultural
and environmental significance before
European settlement.

Scarred tree used for a shield or a dishand

Some of the group listening to the speaker and
admiring a huge gum

Part of the information gleaned was that
Sturt Gorge and the Sturt River was a
natural corridor to follow traditional
hunting and gathering routes.
Warriparinga is part of a natural reserve
which played a significant role in the

We were escorted by Tom (who is in
training to be a future Elder) and
introduced to the customs of welcoming
ceremonies and we finished at a campsite
to share stories.
We experienced a feeling of privilege to
the richness of tribal life. I learnt a great
deal about customs and the natural
environment along the paths we travelled

throughout the area. My travels within
Sturt Gorge will now have a much richer
respect for the land that we as group
manage.

Walking Back
Colder Times

time represented by the scraps of history
found in those rocks.
What is special about the geology of Sturt
Gorge is that it contains evidence for
perhaps the Earth’s greatest known
climatic shift, being extensive glaciations
that once covered the entire planet with
ice. Glacial deposits from that period estimated to be about 665 million years
old - can be easily seen today while
walking along Magpie Creek and the Sturt
River.

Into

Les Gray
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id you know that the Sturt Gorge
Recreation Park protects the
heritage-listed Sturt Gorge Glaciation
Geological Site? This site is recognised
as one of the first places in the world
where rocks were found to show evidence
of glaciations occurring at a very early
stage in the history of the Earth. The
South Australian Division of the
Geological Society of Australia is
currently developing a guide booklet to be
used in conjunction with a walk along a
geological loop trail in the Gorge that
starts and finishes in Bellevue Heights.
The booklet will assist geologists and
walkers alike in locating and explaining
the various features that can be seen along
the way.
The guide book and the route that it
follows provides not only answers to why
this landform exists but also what the
rocks in the Sturt River valley tell us about
the geological history of the earth and
changes in climate. Clues to these
answers are hidden in the rocks that jut out
along the steep banks of the Sturt River
and its main tributary, Magpie Creek.
What can be seen today is just a small
snapshot of the immensity of geological

Some tillite rock formations along Magpie
Creek

Geologically speaking, the Sturt Gorge
first came to prominence in 1900 when
Walter Howchin, one of South Australia’s
early geologists, demonstrated that
glaciations must have deposited the rocks
that he and others, including the SA
Government Geologist, Hyl Brown, had
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been studying in the Sturt River valley and
gorge. In 1901 Howchin named the rocks
Sturtian Tillite. Not all geologists agreed
with his glacial interpretation and a fierce
debate raged amongst Adelaide’s
geological community for many years,
and even gained substantial press
coverage as the “Great Glacial
Controversy”!

Membership Renewals
for 2020
Bob Grant

A

reminder from treasurer Bob Grant
that Friends of Sturt Gorge
membership subscriptions are now due.
Annual membership renewals are due as
at the 1st of January each year and the
subscription remains at $10.00 per
member or family all living at the same
address, and valid for the year
commencing 1st January 2020.

During following years, the issue was
discussed at length at various international
conferences, until finally in 1914,
Howchin took a delegation from the
‘British Association for the Advancement
of Science’ to Sturt Gorge to explain his
case and to settle the argument. In 1950,
the name ‘Sturtian Tillite’ was modified
to ‘Sturt Tillite’. As a result of all the
historical interest, Sturt Gorge has
achieved prominence because the name
‘Sturtian’ has been applied throughout the
world to these ancient glaciations,
evidence of which can be found on every
continent except Antarctica.

The preferred method of payment is by
direct or electronic deposit to our bank
account as detailed below. Please ensure
your name is quoted in the reference panel
so that it will appear on our bank
statement. Also, please request your bank
to advise us by e-mail of the transaction
(if this service is available). The Bank
Account details:





The new booklet will provide the location
and description of ten major geological
sites along the loop trail, and clearly
explain what you are looking at when you
arrive at each one. The trail starts on
Gorge Road, loops down to the junction of
the Sturt River and Magpie Creek, then up
Magpie Creek to the ruin, where it turns
left up the hill to eventually rejoin Gorge
Road just a short distance from the start.
The trail utilises existing tracks that are all
maintained by the Friends of Sturt Gorge.

Name:
Friends of Sturt Gorge
BSB No:
105-078
Account No:
054419440
Reference:
Your Name

If you do not have a facility to pay
electronically you may pay by traditional
methods, but if remitting by post please do
not send cash.
If you wish to also make a donation please
increase your remittance accordingly and
advise Bob by e-mail, although this will
also get captured in the banking system.
If you have changed any of your details
since last renewing please also advise Bob
by e-mail at bobgrant@adam.com.au .
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An acknowledgement will be sent by email where appropriate. Members who
have paid in advance will be separately
notified. For reference, Bob’s postal
details are ;







%

Bob Grant
Membership Officer/Treasurer
Friends of Sturt Gorge
c/o 14 Gorge Road
Bellevue Heights 5050
Phone 7329 8296

Well below average rainfall,
October to December

Once again high pressure systems were
the dominant weather feature, with very
few active, rain-bearing fronts or low
pressure systems affecting the Gorge.
Over the three month period, only twice
did more than 10 mm fall in a 24 hour
period – the highest being just 13 mm
way back on 16th October! We are
certainly well overdue for a good soaking
rainfall event!
0
C

Weather in the Gorge
Andrew Watson
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eather conditions in the Sturt
Gorge over the most recent three
months have continued the theme from
the previous quarter, in being significantly
drier and hotter than normal. Maximum
temperatures for the period were close to
20C higher than normal. Rainfall in each
month was below average ending in a
cumulative total for the period of only
60% of normal. December was the driest
month, with the total of 12.8 mm being
less than half the usual monthly quantity.
Exacerbating the generally dry conditions
was the unusual heat of both October and
December. Whilst November bucked the
trend in being slightly cooler than normal,
both October and December were warmer
than average by large margins. December
was a startling 40C above the average!
Two exceptional four day heat waves
were the main reason for the large
anomaly. A remarkable maximum of
450C was recorded on the day prior to the
disastrous Cudlee Creek fire.

Well above average maximum
temperatures, October to
December

The long spell of dry conditions has
meant that the soils in the Gorge are now
exceptionally dry. All the annual plants
and grasses are now well and truly
cured, and the perennials would be
holding much less moisture than normal.
Many are now showing signs of stress.
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There is virtually no surface run-off,
with the only water sources for the
creeks now the ground-water springs.
The potential for significant fires will
remain until we get soaking rain, so let’s
hope the Gorge community heeds the
fire weather warnings and does the right
thing to ensure there are no ignitions.

northwest. A higher incidence of cloud
and rain would bring about some
mitigation of the extreme temperatures.
So whilst the temperature outlook for the
next three months again indicates above
normal temperatures, it is not of the
same magnitude as what we’ve recently
experienced.
Consistent with the changing ocean
temperature pattern is a rainfall
prediction of near average falls for the
next three months, which is a positive
change from recent times. Bearing in
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Above average maximum
temperatures expected,, January
to March

The obvious concern looking ahead is
whether the exceptional conditions of
December will continue into the
remainder of summer. It is sobering that
both January and February are typically
the hottest and driest months. The lack
of penetrating surges of cool southerly
air over the Gorge looks set to continue
for the time being so the hot continental
air will remain the most influential air
mass.

Near average rainfall expected,
January to March

mind that the next three months are
traditionally the driest of the year, the
suggestion is for a higher likelihood of
some useful rainfall events. If that
eventuates, there could be some periodic
relief from the heat and some valuable
moisture returned to the parched top soil
and plants in the Gorge – not to mention
our own gardens and rainwater tanks.
Let’s all hope for that to come to pass!

There is, however a positive slant in the
outlook. Sea surface temperature
patterns in the Indian Ocean look to be
trending towards higher evaporation
rates near the west coast of the continent.
If that happens, more cloud would
develop, leading to a higher likelihood
of rain bands extending from the
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20th December :
An
Exceptional
Weather Event
Andrew Watson
The catastrophic fire weather conditions
on 20th December were due to
exceptionally hot, dry air combined with
strong, gusty northerly winds. Those
conditions fanned a number of bushfires
which started in the Hills, one of which
started near Cudlee Creek at about 10 am.
That fire burnt intensely and spread
quickly, and unfortunately the huge
response from the fire-fighting agencies
was insufficient to bring it under control.
It ultimately burnt an area of more than
25,000 hectares of scrub, grassland,
vineyards, orchards and structures, all
within the space of 24 hours - a terrible
outcome. The smoke plume, even in its
early stages was so dense with combusted
particulate that it was detected on the
Bureau’s weather radar. The echo
appeared as a large rain area, but there
were no rain clouds in the sky! The smoke
plume could be tracked in detail as it
spread southward over Woodside,
Hahndorf and Mt Barker. Those of us who
live in the vicinity of Sturt Gorge were
certainly relieved that no fires started in
our particular area of interest. Let’s hope
it stays that way for the rest of the
summer!

Radar image at 10.30 am on 20th December
depicting the smoke plume from the Cudlee
Creek bushfire approaching Mt Barker. It
appears as a rain cloud, but the sky was clear of
clouds!
Source : Bureau of Meteorology
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Weather Summary: October to December
Month

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total

Rainfall (mm)
Average

27.2
34.5

21.8
33.2

12.8
31.9

61.8
99.6

Max Temp (0C)
Average

24.6
22.2

24.1
25.3

31.5
27.3

26.7
24.9

Wind Spd (km/h) 24
24
24
24.0
Average
22
23
23
22.7
Rainfall data from Craigburn Farm, temperatures from Kent Town, wind (3pm) from Adelaide Airport

Photo Gallery

Honorary FoSG members Gordon DeRose and his wife Val visited a working bee
along Gorelon Track, together with their two sons and dog. Gordon is on oxygen 24/7
but he wanted to see what we have been doing. Rick Coyte brought him along.
Photo : Taniea (one of their carers)

Lunch is served at the 20th anniversary celebration.
President Amy with the photo display at
the FoSG 20th anniversary celebration
by Craigburn Lake.

Photo : Deb Shaw

Photo : Deb Shaw

Recipients of 10 and 20 year FoSG service awards proudly show off their certificates. Minister for the
Environment and Water, David Spiers (far left) attended, as did several Park Rangers.
Photo : Deb Shaw
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Brunonia australis (Blue Pincushion), an uncommon native.
Photo Rick Coyte (during the south- side working bee on 7th November).

Newsletter Editor ; Andrew Watson
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